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To Recap 

• In 2013 IFSW started the Archives Project. The archives 

contain information dating back to 1847 and papers from 1928 

when the predecessor to IFSW was launched in Paris. The 

aim is for all archival material to be preserved for future 

generations and to make the IFSW archives more accessible 

to social workers and researchers around the world. 

• Initial funding was from the IFSW Friends Project.

• Key documents being available to read on the website. IFSW 

hopes these documents will inform us about the important 

roots of the social work profession. 

• The work is a volunteer project being led by IFSW Archivist 

Fiona Robertson



Phases One and Two of the 

Archives Project 

• Phase One was a review of all the stored material kept in 

the basement at the office of the Swiss Association of 

Social Workers in Bern. Key documents were reviewed 

and retained including the published newsletters from 

1962 to 2002 (now available on the website). 

• Phase Two covered the reviewing, paper preservation 

and archive filing as well as the beginning of digitisation 

of material dating from 1847 to 1956, along with the 

Archive moving to the IFSW Office in Basel. 



Recap History 1847 - 1950s  

• 1847 to 1932 is the era of International Congresses 

(Conferences) which lead to the setting up of the 

International Permanent Secretariat of Social Workers 

(IPSSW) in 1932. 

• International Conferences were being held since 1847 with 

the first more social work focused event in 1889 in Paris –

the 1st International Congress (Conference) on Statutory 

and Voluntary Assistance. This was followed by 

Conferences in Geneva 1896, Paris 1900, Milan 1906 and 

Copenhagen 1920.

• The 1st International Conference of Social Work was held 

in Paris in July 1928. This format brought together over 

5000 delegates, representing 42 countries. This provides 

the framework for the current day IASSW, ICSW and IFSW. 



Recap History 1847 - 1950s (continued) 

• 1932 to 1950s was a period of significant turmoil for 

people in many countries and the profession of social 

work.

• Despite the crisis in Europe, the 2nd International Social 

Work Conference was held in Frankfurt in 1932 and was 

attended by 1200 delegates from 34 countries. This 

Conference provided the groundwork to set up the 

IPSSW, which is the foundation of the modern day 

IFSW.

• Further International Conferences in England 1936; 

(Conference for Prague 1940 did not happen) and the 

next in New York in 1948.



Recap History 1847 - 1950s (continued)

The 1948 meetings in New York lead to the 

development of plans for setting up the current 

IFSW. This was achieved in 1956 at the 8th

International Social Work Conference when IFSW 

was constituted and legally incorporated 1957.



Phase Three of the Archives Project 

• The current phase is based on work in Basel in February 2016 

with the emphasis on the reviewing, paper preservation and of 

archiving material from 1950s to the start of the ‘computer era’. 



Phase Three of the Archives Project 

Archives’ Storage in Basel 



Archives’ Storage –

safeguarding of important data  

Phase Three of the Archives Project 



An example of paper preservation 



• Involved decisions concerning which papers are of 

relevance and need dissemination.

• Further discovery of important documents and 

publications in the Archives.

• Placement of a selection of documents on the updated 

website.

Phase Three of the Archives Project 



Phase Three of the Archives Project 

• Examination and safekeeping of photographic and 

audio-visual material.

An example of photo documentation 



• Discovery of the first IFSW Newsletter in 

1958. 

Phase Three of the Archives Project 





Phase Three of the Archives Project  (continued)

• Developing new relationships with colleagues, archivists 

and researchers in other countries 

Fiona Robertson 

Archivist and Dr. Claudia 

Wiotte-Franz German 

Assn of Social Workers 

Historian



• Offers of Papers

Gayle Gilchrist James 1940-2008

President  of IFSW from 1988 to 1992. During this time, she 

presided over two international conferences and founded the 

IFSW Human Rights Commission.

(Third from left, with others awarded Andrew Mouravieff-Apostol Medal)

Phase Three of the Archives Project  (continued)



Further steps to take

Country 

folders to sort 

• Reviewing, paper 

preservation and 

archiving material from 

individual countries’ 

folders



Argentina Cyprus Iceland Mexica Singapore

Australia Czechoslovakia India Morocco Sri Lanka

Austria Denmark Ireland Netherland Antilles South Africa 

Bahamas Dominica Iraq Netherlands Spain

Bahrain Ecuador Israel New Zealand Sudan

Belgium Egypt Italy Nicaragua Surinam

Benin El Salvador Ivory Coast Niger Sweden

Bermuda Ethiopia Jamaica Nigeria Switzerland

Bolivia Fiji Japan Norway Tanzania

Brazil Finland Kenya Pakistan Trinidad &Tobago

Burkina Faso France Korea Panama Tunisia

China Germany Kuwait Peru Turkey

Cameroon Ghana Lebanon Philippines Uganda

Canada Greece Libya Poland USA

Chile Guatemala Luxembourg Portugal Uruguay

Colombia Guyana Madagascar Puerto Rico United Kingdom

Costa Rica Haiti Malta Russia Ukraine

Cuba Hong Kong Malaysia Senegal Venezuela 

Hungry Mauritius Sierra Leone Zimbabwe



• Reviewing, paper preservation and archiving material in 

the regional folders. 

• Further scanning and digitising of papers for accessibility 

on the website.

• Assessment of historical information in different multi 

media formats and analyzing suitability for website.

• Filling the missing links in the recording of history from 

IFSW stalwarts over the years.

Further steps to take (continued)



• Complete a stocktake to determine the extent of IFSW 

historical papers not held in Basel. 

• Complete a stocktake to determine the extent and 

location of the non-English IFSW papers. 

• Encourage research of archives materials by students, 

researchers and interested IFSW members. 

Further steps to take (continued)



In Conclusion 

• www.ifsw.org/archives/

• This current phase was focused on the era from the 

1950s and in the selection of material placed on the 

website gives a snap shot of some activities. 

• A condensed summary of IFSW history 1956 to 2006 

written for the Golden Jubilee can be viewed on the 

website 

• We thank Rory Truell and Sue Dworak-Peck for their 

support and contribution to the Archives Project and 

Pascal Rudin for the development of the new website

http://www.ifsw.org/archives/

